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An ABC classroom participant tries out some new equipment soon after the move to the new building was completed. Photo by Kelleen Smith.

Another young member of the ABC Classroom tries out the new equipment. Photo by Kelleen Smith.

This is a photo of the clinical services building taken by drone by Jim Detrio, superintendent of R&O construction.

After months of construction, the new Sorenson Legacy Foundation Center for Clinical Excellence building is now in operation—and some CPD services have made the move across the way, from the CPD building to the new center to its west.

Here is a list of clinics and classrooms now operating there:

**The Developmental Behavioral Health Clinic**

The CPD’s Behavioral Health Clinic professionals include Dr. Dennis Odell, George Wootton, Dr. Clint Field, Dr. Marty Toohill, Vicki Simonsmeier, Joy Green. They are found on the Sorenson Center’s third floor. Services include:

- Medical Clinic
- Autism Clinic
- Academic Clinic
- ADHD Clinic
- Feeding Clinic
- Behavior Therapy Clinic

**The Up to 3/ABC Classroom, 3rd floor**

The ABC Classroom is part of the CPD’s Up to 3 Early Intervention Program.